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How regulation impacts e-commerce
strategy?
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International developments affecting the
Postal & Delivery industry
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Is digital a strong enough substitute to make
postal firms not dominant?

What future regulation and evolution of the
Universal Postal Service?

There have always been many products and
interdependencies to juggle with

Fast
speed

Demand

Letters

Parcels
Slow
speed

Pricing

Operational
model
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Synergies span multiple dimensions: product & speed

Fast

Slow
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USO under pressure …

Reduced delivery speed and
frequency: NO, FI, DK, IT

Relaxing price regulation

Reduced frequency: NL

Moving towards new network (delivery &
retail) designs

Reduced speed: SE
Economic factors shaping impacts of USO design
# items per household
Letter volume trend (decline speed)
Population density

How should the State ensure financing
of the USO?
Should there be a change in the USO
for Country X?
If so, what is the ideal USO for Country X?
For today?
For tomorrow?

Growth in inbound e-commerce packets
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Unchanged USO risks creating unsustainable postal
services

USO defined before internet
boom

In most countries, the USO was defined in a time before widespread internet usage
when nearly all citizens and businesses relied on postal services for a large share of
their daily communication.

Needs have changed

Since then, the need for postal services has changed substantially. Due to new
technologies, such as email and online platforms, the need for traditional letter mail
communication is much smaller today.

Volumes fall and costs increase

At the same time, the new communication habits have resulted in lower letter mail
volumes and therefore higher costs per item.

USO becomes costly with limited
benefits

If the USO is not regularly adapted to the current market situation, it risks becoming
too costly and provide only limited benefits. This can eventually make the provision
of postal services financially unsustainable.
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Economic&social narratives will inform the case for
potential new EU Postal Directive and national laws
Future Universal Service
Obligation

Regulation can block or enable several
strategic decisions
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Improve the cost structure and
asset utilisation through more flexible
delivery frequency, quality and
geographical coverage requirements
Expand revenue opportunities in
social services through the inclusion of
SGEI in the USO / Avoid regulatory
barriers that may harm your possibilities
to tap into new revenue opportunities

Enhance customer value by adapting
regulated services to customer needs

Blueprint of an internally
aligned USO

Stakeholder mgmt
strategy

Productivity Strategy

Financial
Perspective

Customer
Perspective

Internal
Processes
Perspective

Creating
Alignment

Learning and
Growth
Perspective

Growth Strategy
Enhance Customer
Value

Expand Revenue
Opportunities

Increase Asset
Utilization

Improve Cost Structure

Different parts of organization need to be engaged in the process…
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Different parts of organization need to be engaged in the process…
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External Advocacy
Perspective

Customer Value Proposition
Price

Quality

Availability

Selection

Functionality

Service

Product/Service Attributes
Operations
Management
Processes
Processes that produce
and deliver products
and services
• Supply
• Production
• Distribution
• Risk Management
HR strategy
Human Capital
• Skills
• Training
• Knowledge

Innovation
Processes
Processes that create
new products and
services
• Opportunity ID
• R&D Portfolio
• Design/develop
• Launch

IT strategy
+

Brand

Relationship

Customer
Management
Processes
Processes that enhance
customer value
• Selection
• Acquisition
• Retention
• Growth

Partnership

Information Systems
• Systems
• Databases
• Networks

Image

Regulatory and
Social
Processes
Processes that manage
regulatory risks
• Universal service
• Environment
• Employment
• Community

Organisation Change
Agenda
+

Creating
Readiness

Organisation Capital
• Culture
• Leadership

• Alignment
• Teamwork
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E-commerce strategy depends on economically
meaningful info on letter vs parcel cost

1

2

3
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Separate costs
between direct,
joint and common
costs

Direct costs
Costs directly linked to the
provision of one product.

The crux are joint
costs
What extent of
joint costs is
caused by which
service?
Obtain causal
links between
costs and
products

Joint costs
Costs for activities that are
needed for the provision of
several (but not all) postal
products.

Common costs
Costs truly common to all
products (e.g., overheads).

[…]

Joint cost, e.g. to supply letters and parcels

Standalone cost to supply LETTERS

Residual cost to supply letters

Residual cost to supply parcels

Standalone cost to supply PARCELS

Which trends are increasing the complexity of cost allocation
in postal companies?
• Demand side: changing customer preferences and product mix

Costs causally linked
to letters

Costs causally linked
to parcels

Costs causally linked
to both

• Supply side: (dis)integration of networks, synergies and
specialisation of resources
• Joint costs are where causation is not straightforward to establish
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Calculate FAC
and IC indicators

Fully Allocated Cost

Incremental Cost (/Avoided cost)
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Real profitability

Letters

Parcels
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E-Commerce
parcel strategy

Where to play?
Response to competition

How does causality affect cost accounting?

How to win?
Product portfolio

Pricing

What costs are causally linked to one vs both product
categories?
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Attempts to regulate online platforms
European Commission DG Connect P2B regulation: fairness in intermediation
Fairness aim: protect small, European buyers of intermediation services. What about transactions involving buyers / sellers
in the rest of the world? Is the logical next step a reform of the e-commerce directive (safe harbour for intermediaries)?
Similarity with Groceries regulation → Are platforms like supermarkets, squeezing the milk producer industry too hard?
UK Treasury expert panel: proposal to regulate platforms with “strategic market status” → data mobility & open standards
Customs and VAT: is everyone in the room a taxman?! Do any want to do the job..?
OSS and voluntary liability for platforms to register, inter-operate and pre-pay VAT to enable expedited clearance of
shipments intermediated via the platform
On other shipments logistics players remain also liable to collect and clear VAT – interfacing with recipients / consumers –
burden on many more million items without the de minimis simplification
Regulatory reform shines a light on a (valuable?) step of the cross-border value chain, of engagement with consumers
and/or sellers: merely a challenge or also an opportunity?
Implications
What will the consumers think of it – what e-shopping experience? Is it like losing a “VAT prime” service they always had…?
Will this change the competitive playing field? Between platforms business models (vertical integration, fulfilment etc)?
Between e-sellers? Between logistics players?
Will this change e-shopping and shipping patterns / flows?
Will regulators become curious on the value / price / cost of the VAT/customs clearing service (cost orientation)?
Will same rules apply across logistics vs e-sellers vs platforms?
All of this (and more) in a 5-year regulatory cycle in Brussels: what next with the new European Parliament and Commission?
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If there was a European Trump.. what would / could
he do?

1 NPO for 300m population market

VAT/Customs Hub &
Handling activity

~30 NPOs for 500m population

Distortions to
competition?

Evolving costs
New processes

Last mile competition impact
UPU
rates

New pricing & business models
Regulatory questions: cost
orientation?

Parcel delivery activity

Benefit to non-EU
e-retailers &
sending countries

Retail channel competition
impact
Impact on intra-EU negotiated
rates
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Global discussion on VAT / customs / sales tax
inter-state exemptions reform
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ZOOMING ON EACH SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE
TODAY

Session 1: There are ongoing discussions
on reform of UPU remuneration…
• International letter
regulation impacts many
stakeholders with different
objectives
• Two key decisions coming up:
1.

The process for amending the
system: extraordinary congress or
postal ballot (all agree: let’s talk
about it!)
2. Three options for reform…

• … but it will be impossible to
achieve all objectives with a
single solution

A.

Least disruptive: Little change –
continued concern of cost
coverage and market
distortions

B.

Most disruptive: Large flexibility
for inbound operators to set
rates – concerns raised of
affordability

C.

A compromise solution: But is it
sufficient to keep key
stakeholders at the table?
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Session 1: Much is at stake
• Much money is at stake: change is needed
• Negative financial transfers from only a few designated operators
amount to several times the UPU budget for 2018
• A multilateral system can reduce complexity
• Does anyone want the “spaghetti bowl” as the future of
international post?
• One thing is certain:
• Life in the postal and delivery industry will go on after 2020
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Session 2: Digitisation is driving
change…
• The postal market was liberalised only fairly recently – but a lot
has changed since then
• Digitisation has impacted all sectors and is driving the convergence
of markets:
− EU telecoms policy debate, last cycle of framework reform:more players than
ever with an interest → the policy debate is more complex and emotional. Is
the same happening in postal regulatory circles?
− Converging markets can stimulate competition

• How can the regulatory framework keep up?
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Session 2: How can the regulatory
framework keep up?
• Regulation should support competition on fair terms
− But we should be careful not to address an outdated reality, e.g. payphones

• Can postal policy take lessons from telecoms?
−
−
−
−
−

Telecoms regulation has expanded over time, following changes in technology and business
New stakeholders and interest groups have steered the EU-level debate
However several structural and demand features are quite different in telecoms vs post
SMP-type approach for access-based regulation could be unworkable
…and concern about employment impact and work conditions is specifically strong in post

• Regulation needs to balance several concerns:
−
−
−
−

Obligations (based on user needs?)
Affordability
Profitability
Etc.

• Can a single regulatory framework work across Europe?
• Is evidence-based policy in place?
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Session 3: interesting and challenging
times
• Changes of user needs & changes in technology
• In NL the ministry is reviewing access regulation: postal is an extraordinary market and needs
extraordinary attention. Less space for several players
−

Key questions: is it possible to have it all? What should give way, what trade-offs?

• In the Nordics digitalization/e-gov resulted in steep letter decline
− Building an omnichannel platform is a response to escape the challenge of competing against
digital communication
• These are interesting and challenging times for regulators
− The biggest threat is backward looking regulation (legacy mindset)

− Changing operational model and delivery frequency is not enough. Postal operators need to
diversify and reinvent business model
− New tech are not necessarily disruptive, it depends on how they are introduced. Technology is a
tool
− Liberalisation of last mile delivery, for parcels

• What are the future scenarios?
− Look at future generations
− Who is willing to pay?
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Thank you all!

